The Thesis deals with subject regard from more important subjects regionally and internationally. Palestinian Issue and problem of conflict in the middle east is a complicated problem and continued more than one century.

A beginning of the study comes from:
- The ideas which had affected on Zionist enterprise such as: Jewish religion, Jewish history, Nationalism, Socialism, Marxism, and Zionism itself.
- Israeli Left forces and institutions, from beginning of Zionist enterprise to establishment of the State in May 1948; Hashomer Hatiser, Ahdot Haafoda, Poali Zion, Mapai, Mapam, Maki and others. So that settlement, military, and economic institution (Histadrut).
- Definition of Israeli Left forces and its position in the Israeli political system. Like: Israeli Labor party, Mertz, and Hadash.

Then, position of land of Palestine in the Israeli Left thought; importance of Palestine, its borders, Jerusalem, West Bank, Ghazza strip, and the settlement.

A position of Palestinian people in the Israeli Left thought; refugees problem and its causes and solves.

After that a solve of Palestinian problem in the Israeli Left thought. What are the suggestions which had offered by Israeli Left for solve this problem? In addition, stages and projects of settlement of Palestinian problem, since 1947, War 1967 and Aftermaths, Camp David and Israeli-Egyptian Peace Treaty, Madrid, Oslo,

Finally, results and conclusions.